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FOREWORD

This report contains a listing of the NASA Langley Research Center's scientific and technical research output for calendar year 1986.

The intent of this report is to provide a greater awareness of the broad scope of results and the importance of the research and development work conducted by scientists and engineers at Langley. This current awareness is mandated by the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, which provides for the widest practical dissemination of NASA research.

During calendar year 1986, Langley's contributions to NASA and non-NASA literature included 152 NASA Formal Reports, 129 Quick-Release Technical Memorandums, 234 Contractor Reports, 283 Journal Articles and Other Publications, 574 Meeting Presentations, 233 Technical Talks, 15 Computer Programs, 77 Tech Briefs, 24 Patents, and 12 Special Documents. In addition, during the year, 11 conferences, symposia, and workshops were sponsored or cosponsored by Langley and held locally.

Comments or suggestions concerning this publication should be addressed to the Research Information and Applications Division, Mail Stop 180A, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 23665-5225.

Andrew J. Hansbrough
Chief, Research Information and Applications Division
## Conferences Sponsored or Co-sponsored by Langley and Held Locally in 1986

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title of conference</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Langley contacts</th>
<th>Langley Speakers</th>
<th>Langley Attendees</th>
<th>Non-Langley Speakers</th>
<th>Non-Langley Attendees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Workshop on Turbulence Relative to Aviation, Missile, and Space Programs</td>
<td>Apr. 2-4</td>
<td>H. N. Murrow</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Workshop on Aircraft Tire Testing Requirements</td>
<td>May 7</td>
<td>T. J. Yager</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sixth Conference on Atmospheric Radiation</td>
<td>May 12-16</td>
<td>B. A. Wielicki</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. &quot;SIMP&quot; Code Users Workshop</td>
<td>May 21-22</td>
<td>N. A. Talcott</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Workshop on Conceptual Aircraft Design</td>
<td>May 28-29</td>
<td>C. E. K. Morris</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Eighth International Conference on Spectral Line Shapes</td>
<td>June 9-13</td>
<td>R. J. Exton</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. NASA/Royal Signals and Radar Establishment Workshop on Closed-Cycle Frequency-Stable CO₂ Laser Technology</td>
<td>June 10-12</td>
<td>G. M. Wood</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Space Construction Conference</td>
<td>Aug. 6-7</td>
<td>J. A. Hagaman</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Symposium on Sensitivity Analysis in Engineering</td>
<td>Sept. 25-26</td>
<td>H. M. Adelman</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. First NASA/DOD CSI Technology Conference</td>
<td>Nov. 18-21</td>
<td>R. L. Wright</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>909</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION

The NASA Langley Research Center is one of the Nation's leading laboratories for research and development in the sciences of aeronautics and space technology. Langley conducts basic and applied research in fluid and flight mechanics, structures and materials, acoustics and noise reduction, measurement and instrumentation systems, numerical methods and techniques, data systems, electronics, physics, chemistry, and Earth and space sciences.

This publication is a compilation of Langley's scientific and technical research output for 1986 which is processed through the Center's Research Information and Applications Division, an integral part of NASA's Agency-wide Scientific and Technical Information (STI) system. This document is intended as a reference summary for researchers and as a current awareness publication for the scientific, research, and academic community.

The results of Langley's research are disseminated in a variety of NASA and non-NASA scientific and technical media and information systems. Details of the availability of the research references in this document are found in the section, "Availability," on page vii.

The citations are grouped first by Langley Directorates, then by the Langley Office or Division to which the senior author or innovator belongs. Citations are listed alphabetically by author or innovator under the following headings: Formal Reports (Technical Papers, Technical Memorandums, Conference Publications, Reference Publications, and Special Publications), Quick-Release Technical Memorandums, Contractor Reports, Journal Articles and Other Publications, Meeting Presentations, Technical Talks, Computer Programs, Tech Briefs, and Patents. Citations for Special Documents are listed under the appropriate Office or Division where applicable. If a citation has more than one author, it is listed only once under the first author's name. The subject category number used to index the citation and the Research Technology Objectives and Plans (RTOP) number are noted below citations when appropriate.

Computer Programs listed are those which were submitted by Langley to COSMIC in 1986.

The NASA Tech Briefs cited have either been published¹ or submitted in 1986 for publication in "NASA Tech Briefs," a journal for United States industry, entrepreneurs, and academia. Free subscriptions to this journal are available through the publisher, NASA Tech Briefs, 41 East 42nd Street, Suite 921, New York, New York 10017-5391 or the NASA Technology Utilization Program by writing to the Technology Utilization Office, NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility, P. O. Box 8757, Baltimore/Washington International Airport, Maryland 21240.

Patents listed, which are owned in whole or in part by Langley Research Center personnel, have been published in issues of "Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports" (STAR), a NASA announcement journal for report literature. A subscription

¹Those submitted in 1985 (and therefore listed in the 1985 issue of this document) but published in 1986 have not been listed.
to STAR is available from the U.S. Government Printing Office (GPO) or to qualified recipients from the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility (STIF).

Publication of some journal articles was not known at press time for the 1985 issue of this document. These articles are therefore listed in the 1986 issue.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formal Reports</td>
<td>National Technical Information Service (NTIS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Quick-Release Technical Memorandums | 5285 Port Royal Road  
Springfield, VA 22161                                                       |
| Contractor Reports            | NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility (STIF)  
P. O. Box 8757  
Baltimore/Washington International Airport, MD 21240                             |
| Computer Programs             | Computer Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC)  
Software Information Services  
Computer Services Annex  
University of Georgia  
Athens, GA 30602                  |
| Langley Tech Briefs           | Office of Technology Utilization and Applications  
Mail Stop 139A  
NASA Langley Research Center  
Hampton, VA 23665                  |
| Patents:                      |                                                                                                                                 |
| Patent Application Specifications | National Technical Information Service (NTIS)                                                                                          |
| Printed Copies               | Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks  
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office  
Washington, DC 20231                |
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CALENDAR YEAR 1986

PUBLICATIONS FOR OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

Formal Reports

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 99)

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 99)

Contractor Reports

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-83)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-90-21)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 59 RTOP 505-31-83)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 59 RTOP 505-31-83)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-31-83)


   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 59 RTOP 505-31-83)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-31-83)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-31-83)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 59 RTOP 505-31-83)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-90-21)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-83)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-83)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-31-83)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-31-83)
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-90-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 61 RTOP 505-90-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 65 RTOP 505-90-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-90-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-31-83)
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-90-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 59 RTOP 505-90-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 59 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-90-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 61 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 66 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 59 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 61 RTOP 505-31-83)
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-90-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 66 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-90-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-31-83)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-90-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-83)


Journal Articles and Other Publications

89. Petersen, R. H.: The Status of the AST. Air World, Volume 37, No. 2, 1985, p. 19-23. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-69-61)

Meeting Presentations


Technical Talks

No technical talks.

Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs

No tech briefs.

Patents

No patents.
PUBLICATIONS FOR OFFICE OF DIRECTOR FOR ELECTRONICS

Formal Reports
No formal reports.

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums
No quick-release technical memorandums.

Contractor Reports
No contractor reports.

Journal Articles and Other Publications
No journal articles and other publications.

Meeting Presentations
No meeting presentations.

Technical Talks
No technical talks.

Computer Programs
No computer programs.

Tech Briefs
No tech briefs.

Patents
No patents.
Formal Reports


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


Contractor Reports


Journal Articles and Other Publications


Meeting Presentations


110. Smith, R. E.; and Eriksson, L-E.: Algebraic Grid Generation. Presented at the International Association for Computational Mechanics First World Congress on Computational Mechanics, September 22-26, 1986, Austin, Texas. Abstract in proceedings, Volume 1. (Subject Category 59 RTOP 505-31-83)
Technical Talks

111. Cleveland, J. I., II; and Crawford, D. J.: Upgrading of the Time Critical Flight Simulation Facility. Presented at the VIM-45 Conference, October 20-23, 1986, Minneapolis, Minnesota. (Subject Category 09 RTOP 999-16-01)


Computer Programs


Tech Briefs


Patents

No patents.
PUBLICATIONS FOR INSTRUMENT RESEARCH DIVISION

Formal Reports


121. Snow, W. L.; Burner, A. W.; and Goad, W. K.: Improvement in the Quality of Flow Visualization in the Langley 0.3-Meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel. NASA TM-87730, August 1986, 22 p. (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 35 RTOP 505-61-01)

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-63-91)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-63-91)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 141-30-30)

Contractor Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-61-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 35 RTOP 141-20-10)

Journal Articles and Other Publications

(Subject Category 46 RTOP 505-31-53)

(Subject Category 25 RTOP 143-33-03)


**Meeting Presentations**


Technical Talks

171. Batten, C. E.: Analysis of Trace Organic Compounds in a Class-100 Clean Room. Presented at the Institute of Environmental Sciences 32nd Annual Technical Meeting and Equipment Exposition, May 5-9, 1986, Dallas, Texas. (Subject Category 45 RTOP 678-12-04)


173. Kern, F. A.: Transferring Measurement Accuracy From the Laboratory to the Wind Tunnel. Presented at the Region 4 Meeting of National Conference of Standards Laboratories, November 18, 1986, Kennedy Space Center, Florida. (Subject Category 35 RTOP 992-19-00)


Computer Programs


Tech Briefs


189. Singh, J. J. (Langley Research Center); Mall, G. H. (Computer Sciences Corporation); and Hoshang, C. (Old Dominion University): Measurement of Viscosity of Gaseous Mixtures at Atmospheric Pressure. NASA Tech Brief LAR-13591.


**Patents**


Formal Reports

No formal reports.

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


Contractor Reports


Journal Articles and Other Publications


Meeting Presentations


Technical Talks


Computer Programs

No computer programs.
Tech Briefs


Patents

No patents.
PUBLICATIONS FOR CONTROL OF FLEXIBLE STRUCTURES PROJECT OFFICE

Formal Reports


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

No quick-release technical memorandums.

Contractor Reports

No contractor reports.

Journal Articles and Other Publications

No journal articles and other publications.

Meeting Presentations


Technical Talks

No technical talks.
No computer programs.

Tech Briefs

No tech briefs.

Patents

No patents.
FORMAL REPORTS

No formal reports.

QUICK-RELEASE TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS

No quick-release technical memorandums.

CONTRACTOR REPORTS

No contractor reports.

JOURNAL ARTICLES AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS

No journal articles and other publications.

MEETING PRESENTATIONS


TECHNICAL TALKS

No technical talks.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

No computer programs.

TECH BRIEFS


Patents

No patents.
PUBLICATIONS FOR OFFICE OF DIRECTOR FOR STRUCTURES

Formal Reports

No formal reports.

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

No quick-release technical memorandums.

Contractor Reports

No contractor reports.

Journal Articles and Other Publications

No journal articles and other publications.

Meeting Presentations

No meeting presentations.

Technical Talks


Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs

No tech briefs.

Patents

No patents.
PUBLICATIONS FOR STRUCTURES AND DYNAMICS DIVISION

Formal Reports


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-43-51)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 18 RTOP 506-43-41)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 18 RTOP 506-43-41)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 18 RTOP 483-32-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-63-41)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-43-41)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 482-53-53)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-06-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-43-51)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 18 RTOP 506-43-41)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 18 RTOP 506-43-41)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-06-23)

Contractor Reports


Journal Articles and Other Publications


Meeting Presentations


305. Daugherty, R. H.; and Stubbs, S. M.: Flow Rate and Trajectory of Water Spray Produced by an Aircraft Tire. Presented at the SAE 1986 Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition, October 13-16, 1986, Long Beach, California. SAE Paper No. 86-1626. (Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-63-41)


*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)


317. Knight, N. F., Jr.; Starnes, J. H., Jr.; and Waters, W. A., Jr.:  
Postbuckling Behavior of Selected Graphite-Epoxy Cylindrical Panels Loaded 
in Axial Compression. Presented at the AIAA/ASME, et al., 27th Structures, 
Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, May 19-21, 1986, San Antonio, 
Texas. AIAA Paper No. 86-0881-CP.  
(Subject Category 24      RTOP 505-33-33)

318. McComb, H. G., Jr.; and Tanner, J. A.: Topics in Landing Gear Dynamics 
Research at NASA Langley. Presented at the 15th Congress of the 
International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences (ICAS), September 7-12, 
(Subject Category 05      RTOP 505-45-14)

Research in a Full-Scale Transport Aircraft Crash Test. Presented at the 
15th Congress of the International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences 
(Subject Category 39      RTOP 505-33-53)

320. McGowan, P. E.: Considerations in the Design and Development of a Space 
Station Scale Model. Presented at the NASA Marshall Workshop on Structural 
Dynamics and Control of Large Flexible Structures, April 22-24, 1986, 
Huntsville, Alabama. Proceedings pending.  
(Subject Category 39      RTOP 505-33-53)

of a Space Station Assembled From 5 Meter Erectable Struts. Presented at 
the 37th IAF Congress on Space: New Opportunities for All People, 
October 4-11, 1986, Innsbruck, Austria. IAF Paper No. 86-35. Proceedings 
pending.  
(Subject Category 18      RTOP 506-43-41)

of a Space Station Assembled From 5-Meter Erectable Struts. Presented at 
the First NASA/DOD CSI Technology Conference, November 18-21, 1986, 
Norfolk, Virginia. NASA CP pending.  
(Subject Category 18      RTOP 506-43-41)

323. Nemeth, M. P.: Buckling Behavior of Compression-Loaded Symmetrically-
Laminated Angle-Ply Plates With Holes. Presented at the AIAA/ASME, et al., 
27th Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, May 19-21, 
1986, San Antonio, Texas. AIAA Paper No. 86-0922-CP.  
(Subject Category 24      RTOP 505-33-33)

324. Noor, A. K.; and Storaasli, O. O.: Nonlinear Finite Element Dynamic Analysis 
on Multiprocessor Computers. Presented at the International Association 
for Computational Mechanics First World Congress on Computational 
Mechanics, September 22-26, 1986, Austin Texas. Abstract in proceedings, 
Volume 1.  
(Subject Category 39      RTOP 505-63-31)


44
(Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-33-53)

(RTOP 505-63-41)

(Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-63-31)

(Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-45-23)

Technical Talks

(Subject Category 03 RTOP 505-61-43)

(Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-43-41)

(Subject Category 18 RTOP 506-43-41)

(Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-43-41)

(Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-63-41)

(Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-43-51)

45
343. Juang, J-N.; and Taylor, L. W., Jr.: Control Experiment Progress of Large Space Structures. Presented at the IEEE/American Automatic Control Conference Fourth IFAC Symposium on Control of Distributed Parameter Systems, June 30 - July 2, 1986, Los Angeles, California. (Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-43-51)


354. Yager, T. J.; and Daiutolo, H.: Recent Winter Runway Friction Test Findings From Joint FAA/NASA Program. Presented at the Northeast Chapter of the American Association of Airport Executives Twentieth Annual International Aviation Snow Symposium, April 28 – May 1, 1986, Allentown, Pennsylvania. (Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-45-14)


Computer Programs


Tech Briefs


Patents


PUBLICATIONS FOR LOADS AND AEROELASTICITY DIVISION

Formal Reports


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)


Contractor Reports


Journal Articles and Other Publications


   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-33-43)

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-33-43)

   (Subject Category 35 RTOP 505-33-43)

   (Subject Category 64 RTOP 506-53-33)

   (Subject Category 34 RTOP 506-53-33)

   (Subject Category 64 RTOP 506-43-31)

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-42-23)

Meeting Presentations

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-33-43)

   (RTOP 506-43-81)

   (RTOP 502-62-81)


Technical Talks


Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs


Patents

No patents.
Formal Reports


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


Contractor Reports


Journal Articles and Other Publications


*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)
446. Giles, G. L.: Equivalent Plate Analysis of Aircraft Wing Box Structures With
   General Planform Geometry. Journal of Aircraft, Volume 23, No. 11,
   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-33-53)

447. Nguyen, D. T.; and Rogers, J. L., Jr.: Optimal Design of Structures With
   Multiple Design Variables Per Group and Multiple Loading Conditions on the
   p. 179-184.
   (Subject Category 61 RTOP 505-33-53)

448. Rogers, J. L., Jr.; and Barthelemy, J-F.: An Expert System for Choosing
   Options in Program for Design. IEEE Software, Volume 3, No. 2, March 1986,
   p. 51-52.
   (Subject Category 61 RTOP 505-33-53)

449. Rogers, J. L., Jr.; and Barthelemy, J-F.: An Expert System for Choosing the
   Best Combination of Options in a General-Purpose Program for Automated
   (Subject Category 61 RTOP 505-33-53)

Meeting Presentations

450. Giles, G. L.: Equivalent Plate Analysis of Aircraft Wing Box Structures With
   General Planform Geometry. Presented at the AIAA, ASME, et al., 27th
   Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, May 19-21, 1986,
   San Antonio, Texas. AIAA Paper No. 86-0940-CP.
   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-33-53)

   Derivatives and Optimization of Nodal Point Locations for Vibration
   Reduction. Presented at the NASA Langley/VPI&SU Symposium on Sensitivity
   Analysis in Engineering, September 25-26, 1986, Hampton, Virginia. NASA CP
   pending.
   (Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-61-51)

452. Sobieski, J.: Multilevel Structural Optimization. Presented at the NATO
   Advanced Study Institute on Computer Aided Optimal Design, June 29 -
   (Subject Category 59 RTOP 505-33-53)

   Presented at the NATO Advanced Study Institute on Computer Aided Optimal
   Volume 3, p. 29-42.
   (Subject Category 59 RTOP 505-33-53)

*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)

Technical Talks


Computer Programs


Tech Briefs

No tech briefs.

Patents

No patents.
PUBLICATIONS FOR MATERIALS DIVISION

Formal Reports

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-53-23)

   (Avail: STIF Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-63-01)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-43-21)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-43-11)

   (Avail: STIF Subject Category 33 RTOP 505-33-90)

   (Avail: STIF Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-43-81)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-63-01)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 26 RTOP 506-43-81)

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-63-11)

*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)


*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-63-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 27 RTOP 505-63-91)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-63-01)

Contractor Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-43-21)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-33-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-43-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 506-43-11)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 26 RTOP 505-69-61)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-43-11)


(Avail: IAC Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-06-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 67 RTOP 506-43-11)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 67 RTOP 506-43-11)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-06-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-06-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-63-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 26 RTOP 505-63-01)


(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-63-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-63-01)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-06-23)


Journal Articles and Other Publications


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Number</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal/Reference</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
<th>Subject Category</th>
<th>RTOP Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>520.</td>
<td>Hinkley, J. A.</td>
<td>Small Compact Tension Specimens for Polymer Toughness Screening.</td>
<td>Journal of Applied Polymer Science, Volume 32, No. 6, November 5, 1986, p. 5653-5655.</td>
<td>(Subject Category 27)</td>
<td>RTOP 505-33-33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)


  (Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-33-23)

  (Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-33-23)

  (Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-33-33)

  (Subject Category 27 RTOP 505-33-33)

  (Subject Category 27 RTOP 505-33-33)

  (Subject Category 26 RTOP 506-53-33)

  (Subject Category 27 RTOP 505-33-33)

  (Subject Category 27 RTOP 505-42-23)

  (Subject Category 27 RTOP 505-33-33)

*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)


Meeting Presentations


*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)
(Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-33-33)

(Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-63-01)

(Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-42-23)

(Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-43-21)

(Subject Category 27 RTOP 506-43-11)

(Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-42-23)

(Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-42-23)

(Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-43-21)

*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSOM)


*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)
(Subject Category 27 RTOP 505-63-91)

(Subject Category 27 RTOP 506-53-23)

(Subject Category 27 RTOP 506-43-21)

(Subject Category 27 RTOP 506-43-21)

(Subject Category 27 RTOP 505-33-33)

Technical Talks

(Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-63-01)

(Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-63-01)

*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)


603. Dexter, H. B.: Composite Applications to Aircraft. Presented at the Raspet Flight Research Laboratory Fourth Applied Composite Structure Design and Fabrication Short Course, March 17-21, 1986, Mississippi State, Mississippi. (Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-63-01)


(Subject Category 27 RTOP 506-43-11)

(Subject Category 27 RTOP 534-06-23)

(Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-06-23)

(Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-63-91)

(Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-43-11)

(Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-43-11)

(Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-43-11)

(Subject Category 24 RTOP 506-43-11)

(Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-06-23)

*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)

617. Johnston, N. J.; and St. Clair, T. L.: Thermoplastic Matrix Composites: LARC-TPI, Polyimide-Sulfone and Their Blends. Presented at the Aerojet-General Composites and Advanced Materials Seminar, December 16-17, 1986, Sacramento, California. (Subject Category 24   RTOP 505-63-01)


*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)


628. Poe, C. C., Jr.: Fracture of Boron/Aluminum Laminates With Various Proportions of 0° and 45° Plies. Presented at the ASTM Second Symposium on Test Methods and Design Allowables for Fiber Composites, November 3-4, 1986, Phoenix, Arizona. (Subject Category 24 RTOP 534-06-23)


*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)


Vosteen, L. F.: Overview Lecture: Current Status and Major Future Advancements in Materials and Structures Expected Until and in the 2000's. Presented at the University of Tennessee Space Institute Short Course on Aeronautics of the 2000's, August 11-15, 1986, Tullahoma, Tennessee. (Subject Category 23 RTOP 506-43-11)


Computer Programs


Tech Briefs

Bell, V. L. (Langley Research Center); and Havens, S. J. (PRC Kentron, Inc.): Crosslinking Aromatic Polymers With Ionizing Radiation. NASA Tech Brief LAR-13448.

Bell, V. L. (Langley Research Center); and Havens, S. J. (PRC Kentron, Inc.): Synthesis and Radiation-Induced Crosslinking of Methylene-Bridged Aromatic Polyesters. NASA Tech Brief LAR-13459.

Bell, V. L. (Langley Research Center); and Havens, S. J. (PRC Kentron, Inc.): Crosslinking and Extending Conjugated Diene-Containing Polymers. NASA Tech Brief LAR-13452.


656. Hergenrother, P. M.; and Jensen, B. J. (Langley Research Center); and Havens, S. J. (PRC Kentron, Inc.): Polyarylene Ethers With Improved Properties. NASA Tech Brief LAR-13555.


Patents

664. Hart-Smith, L. J.; Brunin, B. L.; and Watts, D. J.: Optimized Bolted Joint U.S. Patent 4,579,475. Issued April 1, 1986. (Subject Category 37)


Formal Reports


683. Parrott, T. L.; and Jones, M. G.: Pressure Probe and Hot-Film Probe Responses to Acoustic Excitation in Mean Flow. NASA TP-2581, June 1986, 54 p. (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-31-33)


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


* Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)


Contractor Reports


Journal Articles and Other Publications


Heitman, K. E.; and Mixson, J. S.: Laboratory Study of Cabin Acoustic Treatments Installed in an Aircraft Fuselage. Journal of Aircraft, Volume 23, No. 1, January 1986, p. 32-38. (Subject Category 71 RTOP 505-33-53)


*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)


Meeting Presentations


*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)


*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)


Technical Talks


753. Silcox, R. J.; Lester, H. C.; and Abler, S. B.: An Evaluation of Active Noise Control in Cylindrical Cavities. Presented at the ASME Winter Annual Meeting, December 7-12, 1986, Anaheim, California. (Subject Category 71  RTOP 505-63-11)


Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs


Patents

No patents.
Formal Reports


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

No quick-release technical memorandums.

Contractor Reports

No contractor reports.

Journal Articles and Other Publications

No journal articles and other publications.

Meeting Presentations


Technical Talks


Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs

No tech briefs.
No patents.
PUBLICATIONS FOR AEROSPACE PLANE OFFICE

Formal Reports
No formal reports.

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums
No quick-release technical memorandums.

Contractor Reports
No contractor reports.

Journal Articles and Other Publications
No journal articles and other publications.

Meeting Presentations


Technical Talks
No technical talks.

Computer Programs
No computer programs.
Tech Briefs

No tech briefs.

Patents

No patents.

Special Documents


PUBLICATIONS FOR ADVANCED VEHICLES DIVISION

Formal Reports

No formal reports.

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


Contractor Reports


Journal Articles and Other Publications


Meeting Presentations


Spearman, M. L.: Effects of Component Arranging for Various Hypersonic Configurations. Presented at the University of Texas at Austin Short Course on Hypersonics, November 4-7, 1986, Austin, Texas. Conference Paper No. 86-05. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-69-71)


Technical Talks


Coen, P. G.: Aircraft Component Drag. Presented at the Experimental Aircraft Association Annual Convention, July 31 - August 8, 1986, Oshkosh, Wisconsin. (Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-69-71)
799. Driver, C.: Supersonic Aircraft High-Subsonic Transport Aircraft. Presented at the University of Tennessee Space Institute Short Course on Advanced Technology and Vehicles, August 11-15, 1986, Tullahoma, Tennessee. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-69-71)

800. Heyson, H. H.: Helicopter and VSTOL Wind Tunnel Wall Effects. Presented at the Aerospace Seminar, January 27, 1986, College Park, Maryland. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-69-41)


Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs


Patents

No patents.
Formal Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-62-91)


(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 07 RTOP 505-40-90)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-21)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-21)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-90)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-01)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-01)


821. Pendergraft, O. C., Jr.; Burley, J. R., II; and Bare, E. A.: Parametric Study of Afterbody/Nozzle Drag on Twin Two-Dimensional Convergent-Divergent Nozzles at Mach Numbers From 0.60 to 1.20. NASA TP-2640, October 1986, 265 p. (Avail: STIF Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-62-91)


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 39 RTOP 505-62-91)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-62-91)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-62-91)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-61-01)


Contractor Reports


(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-21)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-31-23)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-61-01)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-62-91)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-60-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-60-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-01)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-21)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-45-43)
Journal Articles and Other Publications

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-23)

   (Subject Category 12 RTOP 505-31-23)

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-21)

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-21)

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-01)

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-23)

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-23)

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-01)


Meeting Presentations


891. Fuller, D. E.; and Williams, M. S.: Testing Experience With the National Transonic Facility. Presented at the AIAA 14th Aerodynamic Testing Conference, March 5-7, 1986, West Palm Beach, Florida. AIAA Paper No. 86-0748-CP. (Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-31-53)


897. Jenkins, R. V.: A Summary of the Effects of Reynolds Number on Drag Divergence for Airfoils Tested in the Langley 0.3-Meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel. Presented at the SAE 1986 Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition, October 13-16, 1986, Long Beach, California. SAE Paper No. 86-1767. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-01)


903. Lawing, P. L.; and Johnson, C. B.: Summary of Test Techniques Used in the NASA Langley 0.3-m Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel. Presented at the AIAA 14th Aerodynamic Testing Conference, March 5-7, 1986, West Palm Beach, Florida. AIAA Paper No. 86-0745-CP. (Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-31-53)
   (Subject Category 02   RTOP 505-60-21)

   (RTOP 505-60-21)

   (Subject Category 02   RTOP 505-60-21)

   (Subject Category 02   RTOP 505-60-21)

   (Subject Category 02   RTOP 505-60-21)

   (RTOP 505-62-91)

   (RTOP 505-60-01)

   (Subject Category 34   RTOP 505-31-23)

   (Subject Category 09   RTOP 505-31-23)


Technical Talks

917. Abeyounis, W. K.; and Wunschel, A. J.: Wing Tip Vortex Turbine Flight Test Results. Presented at the Experimental Aircraft Association Annual Convention, July 31 - August 8, 1986, Oshkosh, Wisconsin. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 307-50-06)


924. Johnson, W. G., Jr.: The 13" Magnetic Suspension and Balance System Wind Tunnel. Presented at the 65th Semiannual Meeting of the Supersonic Tunnels Association, March 10-11, 1986, St. Louis, Missouri. (Subject Category 09 RTOP 505-61-01)


927. Lamar, J. E.: Nonlinear Lift Control at High Speed and High Angle of Attack Using Vortex Flow Technology. Presented at the AIAA Technical Specialist Meeting, April 1, 1986, St. Louis, Missouri. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-71)


929. Leavitt, L. D.; and Berrier, B. L.: Presented at the Air Force Systems Command Classified Symposium, June 24-26, 1986, Orlando, Florida. (Subject Category 02)


932. Putnam, L. E.: Turboprop Integration - High-Speed Cruise. Presented at the Meeting of SAE E-33 Committee on In-Fight Propulsion Measurement, May 5, 1986, Annapolis, Maryland. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 535-03-01)

933. Putnam, L. E.: Aerodynamics of Propulsion Integration for Aircraft. Presented at The University of Tennessee Space Institute Short Course on Aeronautics of the 2000's, August 11-15, 1986, Tullahoma, Tennessee. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-62-91)

934. Sewall, W. G.; McGhee, R. J.; and Ferris, J. C.: Reynolds Number Effects Observed in Airfoil Tests of a Navy Attack Aircraft. Presented at the SAE 1986 Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition, October 13-16, 1986, Long Beach, California. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-21)


936. Streett, C. L.: Spectral Methods. Presented at the INRIA Sixth International Symposium on Finite Element Methods in Flow Problems, June 16-20, 1986, Antibes, France. (Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-31-03)

937. Vatsa, V. N.: Current Status of Navier-Stokes Calculations for Aircraft Components Using Runge-Kutta Time-Marching Scheme. Presented at the SAE Aerotech 86, October 13-16, 1986, Long Beach, California. (Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-60-01)


Computer Programs


Tech Briefs


Patents

(Subject Category 54)

Special Documents

(RTOP 763-01-31)
Formal Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 08 RTOP 535-03-12)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-71)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-13)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-45-43)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-90)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-71)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-51)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 01 RTOP 505-60-21)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-61-71)

*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)
Contractor Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-61-41)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 324-01-00)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-13)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 24 RTOP 505-60-31)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-31)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-41)

Journal Articles and Other Publications

(Subj ect Category 02 RTOP 505-31-03)

(Subj ect Category 25 RTOP 505-43-13)

(Subj ect Category 02 RTOP 505-31-03)

116


Meeting Presentations


*Aerostructures Directorate, USAARTA (AVSCOM)*

117
(Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-41)

(Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-45-23)

(Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-41)

(Subject Category 01 RTOP 505-68-01)

(Subject Category 03 RTOP 505-68-01)

(Subject Category 05 RTOP 505-68-01)

(RTOP 505-62-81)

(Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-03)


(Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-21)


(Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-01)


(Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-01)


(Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-01)


(Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-01)


(Subject Category 02 RTOP 307-05-01)


(Subject Category 08 RTOP 505-61-71)


(Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-03)


(Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-21)


Technical Talks


1018. Holmes, B. J.: Applied Viscous Flow Control. Presented at the University of Kansas Aerospace Short Course on Applied Viscous Flow Control, August 4-7, 1986, Lawrence, Kansas. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-41)

1019. Holmes, B. J.: Viscous and Inviscid Drag Reduction. Presented at the University of Tennessee Space Institute Short Course on Aeronautics of the 2000's, August 11-15, 1986, Tullahoma, Tennessee. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-04)


1021. Holmes, B. J.: Historical Review of Laminar Flow Flight Research. Presented at the Boeing High Noon Seminar, November 12, 1986, Wichita, Kansas. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-41)


1026. Paulson, J. W., Jr.; and Banks, D. W.: Wind-Tunnel Test Techniques and Data Interpretation. Presented at the Experimental Aircraft Association Convention, July 31 - August 8, 1986, Oshkosh, Wisconsin. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-68-91)


Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs


Patents


Formal Reports


   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 74 RTOP 505-68-91)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-68-91)

   (Avail: STIF Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)


   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-03)

   (Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-03)

   (Avail: STIF Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-33)


   (Avail: STIF Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-83)

   (Avail: STIF Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-90)


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


Contractor Reports


126
(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-60-31)


(Avail: STIF Subject Category 07 RTOP 505-68-91)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 07 RTOP 505-68-91)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 64 RTOP 505-90-11)

(Avail: STIF Subject Category 07 RTOP 505-68-91)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-71)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-13)

(Avail: IAC Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-71)


(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-60-31)
Journal Articles and Other Publications


Meeting Presentations


   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-03)

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)

   (Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-31-13)

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-31-03)

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)

   (Subject Category 07 RTOP 505-43-83)

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-68-91)

   (RTOP 505-62-81)

   (Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-62-81)
(Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-62-81)

(Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-62-81)

(Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-31)

(Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-62-81)

(Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-01)

(Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-60-31)

(RTOP 505-62-81)

(Subject Category 07 RTOP 505-62-81)

(RTOP 505-62-81)


1137. Pinckney, S. Z.: Presented at the First National Aero-Space Plane
    In NASP CP-1003.
    (RTOP 505-62-81)

    AIAA Paper No. 86-1818-CP.
    (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-71)

1139. Pittman, J. L.; and Giles, G. L.: Combined Nonlinear Aerodynamic and
    Structural Method for the Aeroelastic Design of a Three-Dimensional Wing
    Conference, June 9-11, 1986, San Diego, California. AIAA Paper
    No. 86-1769-CP.
    (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-71)

1140. Powell, K.; Murman, E. M.; Wood, R. M.; and Miller, D. S.: A Comparison of
    Experimental and Numerical Results for Delta Wings With Vortex Flaps.
    Presented at the AIAA 4th Applied Aerodynamics Conference, June 9-11, 1986,
    San Diego, California. AIAA Paper No. 86-1840-CP.
    (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-71)

1141. Richardson, P. F.: Presented at the First National Aero-Space Plane
    In NASP CP-1005.
    (RTOP 505-60-01)

1142. Rogers, R. C.: Effect of Test Facility Contaminants on Supersonic Hydrogen-
    Air Diffusion Flames. Presented at the 23rd JANNAF Combustion Meeting,
    (Subject Category 25 RTOP 505-62-81)

1143. Rogers, R. C.: Presented at the Second National Aero-Space Plane Technology
    Symposium, November 5-7, 1986, Laurel, Maryland. Paper No. 27. In NASP
    CP-2010.
    (RTOP 505-62-81)

    Enthalpy Supersonic Air Flows From a Shock Tunnel. Presented at the 23rd
    Proceedings pending.
    (Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-62-81)

1145. Rogers, R. C.; and Weidner, E. H.: Presented at the Second National Aero-
    Space Plane Technology Symposium, November 5-7, 1986, Laurel, Maryland.
    (RTOP 505-62-81)

1146. Siclari, M. J.; and Miller, D. S.: Application of NCOREL to Conical Multi-
    Finned and Multi-Faceted Configurations. Presented at the AIAA 24th
    No. 86-0441.
    (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-43-23)


Zang, T. A.: Spectral Multigrid Methods. Presented at the International Association First World Congress on Computational Mechanics, September 22-26, 1986, Austin, Texas. Abstract in proceedings, Volume 1. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-01)

Technical Talks


Bushnell, D. M.: Turbulent Drag Reduction and Separated Flow Control. Presented at the Kansas University Short Course on Applied Viscous Flow Control, August 4-7, 1986, Lawrence, Kansas. (Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-60-31)

Bushnell, D. M.: Aeronautics Beyond 2000. Presented at the University of Tennessee Space Institute Special Short Course on Aeronautics of the 2000's, August 11-15, 1986, Tullahoma, Tennessee. (Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-60-31)


Dillon, J. L.; Monta, W. J.; and Hogge, E. F.: Results From an Inlet Test at the Langley 20-Inch, Mach 6 Tunnel. Presented at the 66th Semiannual Supersonic Tunnel Association Meeting, October 6-7, 1986, Albuquerque, New Mexico. (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-71)


Gatski, T. B.: A Compact Three-Dimensional Navier-Stokes Algorithm in Vorticity-Velocity Variables. Presented at the National Science Foundation Workshop on Computational Engineering, June 24-25, 1986, San Diego, California. (Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-60-31)
   (Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-60-31)

   (Subject Category 07 RTOP 505-62-81)

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-60-01)

   (Subject Category 07 RTOP 505-62-81)

   (Subject Category 25 RTOP 505-62-81)

   (Subject Category 25 RTOP 505-62-81)

   (Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-60-31)

   (Subject Category 34 RTOP 505-62-81)

   (Subject Category 02 RTOP 505-61-71)

   (Subject Category 02)

Wood, R. M.; and Dominek, A. K.: Presented at the Air Force Systems Command Classified Symposium, June 24-26, 1986, Orlando, Florida. (Subject Category 02)

Wood, R. M.; Gilreath, M. C.; Bober, L.; and Burstadt, P.: Presented at the Air Force Systems Command Classified Symposium, June 24-26, 1986, Orlando, Florida. (Subject Category 02)


Computer Programs


Tech Briefs

Darden, C. M. (Langley Research Center); and Ting, L. (New York University): MMOC--Modified Method of Characteristics Sonic Boom Extrapolation. NASA Tech Brief 13473.


Patents

No patents.
Special Documents

(RTOP 505-60-01)
PUBLICATIONS FOR OFFICE OF DIRECTOR FOR SPACE

Formal Reports
No formal reports.

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums
No quick-release technical memorandums.

Contractor Reports
No contractor reports.

Journal Articles and Other Publications
No journal articles and other publications.

Meeting Presentations
No meeting presentations.

Technical Talks
No technical talks.

Computer Programs
No computer programs.

Tech Briefs
No tech briefs.

Patents
No patents.
PUBLICATIONS FOR SPACE STATION OFFICE

Formal Reports

No formal reports.

Quick-Release Technical Memorandums


Contractor Reports


Journal Articles and Other Publications

No journal articles and other publications.

Meeting Presentations


Technical Talks

1192. Willshire, K. F.: Enhancing Human Productivity in the Space Station. Presented at the International Center for Transportation Studies Symposium on Human Factors Technology for Next Generation Transportation Vehicles, June 16-20, 1986, Amalfi, Italy. (Subject Category 51 RTOP 480-51-06)
Computer Programs

No computer programs.

Tech Briefs

No tech briefs.

Patents

No patents.
Formal Reports

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 35 RTOP 618-32-33)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 70 RTOP 176-40-04)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 46 RTOP 619-12-30)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 46 RTOP 665-45-20)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 46 RTOP 176-20-09)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 47 RTOP 673-41-10)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 46 RTOP 665-40-40)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 46 RTOP 665-10-40)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 46 RTOP 665-10-40)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 46 RTOP 672-21-14)

(Avail: NTIS Subject Category 46 RTOP 672-21-14)


Quick-Release Technical Memorandums

No quick-release technical memorandums.

Contractor Reports


Journal Articles and Other Publications


   (Subject Category 72  RTOP 147-23-11)

   (Subject Category 72  RTOP 147-23-11)

   (Subject Category 72  RTOP 147-23-11)

   (Subject Category 72  RTOP 147-23-11)

   (Subject Category 46  RTOP 618-22-31)

   (Subject Category 47  RTOP 665-45-30)

   (Subject Category 46  RTOP 176-10-05)

   (Subject Category 46  RTOP 176-10-05)

   (Subject Category 72  RTOP 147-44-02)

148


1275. Yue, G. K.; McCormick, M. P.; and Chu, W. P.: Retrieval of Composition and Size Distribution of Stratospheric Aerosols With the SAGE II Satellite Experiment. Journal of Atmospheric and Oceanic Technology, Volume 3, No. 3, September 1986, p. 371-380. (Subject Category 46 RTOP 619-12-20)

Meeting Presentations


1336. Talbot, R. W.; Andreae, M. O.; Andreae, T. W.; and Harriss, R. C.: Regional Aerosol Chemistry of the Amazon Basin, Brazil. Presented at the 1986 Spring American Geophysical Union Meeting, May 19-23, 1986, Baltimore, Maryland. Abstract published in EOS Transactions, Volume 67, No. 16, April 22, 1986, p. 248. (Subject Category 45 RTOP 176-20-22)


Technical Talks

1342. Ackerman, M; Lippens, C.; Chu, W. P.; and deMuer, D.: SAGE II Aerosol Extinction and Scattering Data From Balloon-Borne Photography. Presented at the XXVI COSPAR Plenary Meeting and Associated Activities, June 30 - July 12, 1986, Toulouse, France. (Subject Category 46 RTOP 665-40-40)


1344. Benner, D. C.; Devi, V. M.; and Rinsland, C. P.: Molecular Parameters for Carbon Dioxide Absorptions in 3450 cm$^{-1}$ Spectral Region. Presented at the Ohio State University 41st Symposium on Molecular Spectroscopy, June 16-20, 1986, Columbus, Ohio. (Subject Category 71 RTOP 147-23-11)
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